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The World Health Organization came into formal existence
early in February . For nearly a year and a half its most urgent
functions have been performed by an Interim Commission .
&- ve-s +V uc4u

The new specialized agency carries on one of the most successful parts of the work of the League of
r , s. The Constitution of the World Health Organization, however, has a far wider
basis than that established for the League organization, and emV1 •S .A •
bodies in its provisions the broadest principles in public health
. heAt1~tl service today. Defining health as "a state of complete h ical, i
{
and ca well-being, and not merely the absence
cease or infirmity, ' it includes not only the more conventional
fields of activity but also ,mental health, housing, nutrition, economic or working conditions, and administrative and social techniques affecting public health . In no other field is international
cooperation more essential and in no other field has it been more
effective and political difference less apparent.
The present issue of International Conciliation reviews the history of the Interim Commission through its last meeting in February. The first World Health Assembly will convene in June 1948.
A brief introductory article has been prepared by Dr . Brock Chisholm, Executive Secretary, World Health Orgsnivation, Interim
Commission. Dr: Chisholm is an eminent psychiatrist and served
during the war as Director-General of Medical Services of the
Canadian Army . The main discussion of the World Health Organization has been contributed by C:E.A. Winslow, Professor Emeritus of Yale University and Editor of the American Journal of
Public Health . Dr. Winslow has been a member of the Board of
Scientific Directors of the International Health Division of the
Rockefeller Fbundatiorl, Medical Director of the League of Red
~Cross Societies, and Expert Assessor of the Health Committee of
the League of Nations .
ALGER HISS, President
New York, February 21, 1948 .
Origin of World Health Organization developed during days
of Alger Hiss . okle runs 50 ges . Only speech of Chishoim
appears here .
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lpeuig become necessary wine numan anu uIV1u1,ui unsuccessiun . iaere is
t> c p 31-14Tt o a! KE ~ SGri o n4 nothing to suggest that any of them
lace .
me aspects of war are undoubtedly can be successful though they are all
attractive to many people, but these ad- seriously being recommended again by
vantages are dearly so far outweighed by many interested people . We are even
the sufferings of others that no case can being told we can prevent wars by conbe made for continuing to wage wars on trolling our potential enemies' heavy
that score . Wars affect the economic industries. I am reminded that when
status of millions of people, many of them the Romans were concerned to keep the
for the better. Business booms, money Britons from fighting them they cut down
flows freely, prosperity is widespread, but all the yew trees in England so the
only where the war is not actually being Britons could not make long bows . The
fought . In the future, war may well be Britons took to cross bows instead, which
fought everywhere throughout the world were much better weapons . Surely we
without immediately compensating pros- have learned something in 2000 years!
perity for anybody. Furthermore it ought Or have we? We might as well forbid
to be possible for us to produce the same the Germans to make spears or breed
prosperity without killing, starving or en- horses for cavalry as control their heavy
industries . Every lesson of history and
slaving millions of people .
Look as we may we cannot find a sen- of common sense would suggest the fu~ible reason, from the point of view of tility of these methods . It is clear that
the welfare of the human race, for con- so ething new is needed but what?
Can we_ identi the reasons why we
tinuing to fight wars or for not preventtrig them . Then why do we go on doing fig twars or even enough of them to it? Let me repeat we are the kind of perceive a pattern? Many of them are
people who fight wars every fifteen or easy to list mire)udice, isolationism, the
twenty years . Why? Shall we only throw ability emotionally and uncritically to b eup our hands in resignation and reply lieve unreasonable thin, excessive desire
"human nature"? Surely other expres- for material or power, excessiv tear of
sions of human nature are subject to oIher~, belief in a destiny to contro of ers,
extensive changes . Why not this one? vengeance, ability to avoid seeing and
We may not change nature . .but surely facing unpleasant facts and taking approits expression in behavior patterns can be priate action. These are probably the
main reasons we find ourselves involved
modified very extensively .
The responsibility for rbartine the in wars . . They are all well known and
PCessarv changes in human behavior recognized neurotic symptoms. The only
rests clearly on the sciences w•or - ing in normal motive is self defence, to protect
that field. -'Psychologists psychiatrists , ourselves from aggression, but surely we
sociologists, 'economists and politicians should be able to see the aggression commust face this responsibility It cannot ing long before it breaks out in warfare
be avoided. Even a decision not to inter- and take appropriate action to satisfy or
fere is still a decision and carries no less suppress it4E a self defence may in-'
responsibility We must earnestly con- yolve a neurotic re lion when it means
o
own excessive material
sider what can be done to save the race def- . .i
0 are in great need .
from itself, from its insatiable desire for w a t rom of ers
is
its own blood . ICan this old habitual pat- This type
tern of the race be eradicated by strong ineffective and inevitably leads to more
combinations of powerful nations, or by wars . > - A e•When we see neurotic
pat - ;, snow*'legisaton,rbypedingthaow
everyone will love everyone else and there ing
tame reactions in their private
will be no more wars, or by prayer and affairs we may also throw up our hands
fasting, or by control of enemy industries? and say "human nature" or "psychopathic
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in trouble to grow up over again more
uccessful] than his parents were able
4to o. This can berequently but
it would have been still better if his
parents had been able to help him to
grow up successfully in the first place .
It would appear that at least three
requirements are basic to any hope of
permanent world peace .
First-+-security, elimination of the oc
casion for valid fear 77 '*cession
isattainable, at least temporarily and as
astopgap until someth
better can be
arran ed
le 'slation backed by imo mediately avai a e
pared to su ress
an a' .eal
to force by any peop es in e worl . The
administration an-d- command of such a
force is a delicate problem but can be
devised if and when the great pours
really want it. A less effective substitute
`for this method but one which may work
well enough for long enough is for the
great powers to assume this function
themselves. To work even well enough
it will be necessary that all disputes between nations be submitted to arbitration
by a w:
court of the bIghest integrity .
econdyOpportunity to live reasonably
comfortably for all the people in the world
on economic levels which do not vary too
(/_widely either geographically or by groups
within a population . This is a simple
matter of redistribution of m terial, of
ich there i plenty in the world for
everybody, or of which plenty can easily
J)e made, This can easily be attained
whenever enough people see its necessity
for their own and their children's safety
if for no more mature reason .
It is probable that these first two requirements would make wars unnecessary for mature normal people without
neurotic necessities, but their attainment .
depends on the ability of eno„eh people
in the right places to want to implement
.hem, and(fe people are mature and
without neurotic necessities. o-far in
thh history of the world there have never
been enough mature people in the right
places . We have never had enough people
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well developed and responsible to tackle
these problems .
It follows inevitably then that tha,1h1rJ
requirement, on which the attainment
and the effectiveness of the others depend, is that (here should be enough
o le in the world, in all countries, who
are
as we are and a w•a s have
n,
and will not show the neurotic necessiuest
which we and every generation of our
ancestors have shown . _NYg have never
had enough people anywhere who are
sufficiently free of these neurotic symptoms which make wars inevitable .
All psychiatrists know where these
symptoms come from . The burden of
inferiority, guilt and jar_we have all
carried lies at the root of this failure to
mature successfully . Psychotherapy ispredominantly, by any of a variety of methods, the reduction of the weight of this
load. Therefore the question we must
ask ourselves is why the human race is
so loaded down with these incubi and
what can be done about it.
Strecker and Appel have recently defined maturity in terms of abilities which,
if attained by enough people, could ensure
the continuity and continued development
of the race along the lines of its inherent
destiny without wars . To quote, "Maturity
is a quality of personality that is made
up of a number of elements. It is stickto-it-iveness, the ability to stick to a job,
to work on it, and to struggle through
until it is finished, or until one has given
all one has in the endeavor . It is the
quality or capacity of giving more than
is asked or required in a given situation .
It is this characteristic that enables others
to count on one ; thus it is reliability . Persistence is an aspect of maturity : persistence to carry out a goal in the face of
difficulties . Endurance of difficulties, unpleasantness, discomfort, frustration, hardship. The ability to size things un, crake
one's own decision, is a characteristic of
maturity. This implies a considerable
amount of independence . A mature person is not dependent unless ill. Maturity
includes determination, a will to achieve
ith E
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